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Abstract-Electrical load is centralized in city, especial in high
rise building which not only has PV generation resource but also 
has a gravity potential. The height in range of 30-400 meters, are 
everywhere in city. Water is also a necessary resource that city 
should have; water storage in the roof, or water body in waist, 
and a water tank underground of a building or a building group, 
is not a very difficult to build them, in fact, water system 
including pumping system has already been implemented in 
those buildings for water drink, sanitation, swim pool, fire 
control, water drain, etc. The hydro pumping generation will 
only added some new space, weight-bearing, new mini hydro 
pumping system, etc. A micro-grid development scheme of PV 
and mini-hydro pumping is presented and the focus is on the 
daily and short-term operation simulation and parameters 
selection of such scheme. 

Index Tenns-High-rise building, Photovoltaic on roof, hydro 
power, pumping storage, micro-grid, joint operation, feasibility 
study, simulation, Simulink 

I. INTRODUCTION 

rbanization has become a worldwide trend, especially 
U with the rapid growth of electricity consumption in 

metropolis's area, which should be paid much more 
attention. Presently, PV (Photo voltaic) on roof-mount or 

wall-hung has been utilized in this regarding. However, a 
seriously ignored potential power resource is the potential 
power resource which is existed with tall buildings and its 
utilization form is hydro power with pumping storage. In fact, 
all city high-rise buildings have a water loop system where 
both roof and bottom of buildings are equipped with water 
tanks together with pumping system for drinking, sanitation, 
swim pool, fire control, water drain, etc. 

Joint operation of PV power and hydropower with pumped 
storage can better solve a lot of problems and shares a lot of 
advantages [1-3], ref. [1] gives a great proposal for European 
power grid. Water tower model [4] and pumped storage 
hydroelectricity [5] never come together before, but it 
seems reasonable to happen together in high-rise 
buildings [6]. By using buildings' 30 to 400 meters potential 
energy in form of hydro power with pumping storage, together 
with the PV generation and form a micro-grid, to coordinate 
with local load as well as the connected bulk power grid. Such 
scheme can make the fitness between PV, hydro, local load, 
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pumping storage as well as the bulk power, to address the 
sunny, cloudy or rainy weather condition, and to shift the peak 
and redeem the off-peak of grid. This paper will address such 
proposal for high-rise building and focus on the daily and 
short-term operation simulation, and some arguments. 

II. A MICRO-GRID SCHEME WITH PV AND PUMPING STORAGE 

FOR HIGH-RISE BUILDING AND ITS OPERATION MODE 

A. The typical load forms 
The typical load curves (Fig. 1) of the building will 

seriously depend on the property of the building: 
(1) Residential: most of the families use electricity in 

evening and night, the load come down in the day time for 
most of the people will go to work. 

(2) Official! Commercial: the load will be increased in day 
time and decreased in the evening and night. 

(3) Mixed load. Mixed of residential with official and/or 
commercial load will make more flat of the load curve . 

. �r:= 1--------
( a) Residential (b) Official!Commercial (c )Mixed 

Fig.I three typical building load curve 

B. PV and pumped storage micro-grid of high-rise building 
Fig.2 gives a proposed micro-grid scheme of PV and 

pumped storage for high-rise building. 

C. The Operational model of the building micro-grid 
(1) Complete isolation operation mode of micro-grid 

There is no such case if there is no own electrical power 
source of the building, but when equipped with PV plus 
pumped storage of mini-hydro, naturally such micro-grid can 
be operated by cutting from the bulk in emergence which 
highly increased the reliability of the power supply of the 
buildings. In such case, the micro-grid should keep the safety 
and stable operation regardless the variation of the PV and 
load, which need automatic control system to maintain such 
operation mode. 

(2) Bulk grid only supply with no absorb mode 



If there is shortage of power supply by the building's own 
power source, than the bulk grid will make the supplement 
supply, but if there is extra electrical power from the 
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building's micro-grid, then bulk grid will not absorb such 
extra power. 

(3) Bulk grid supply the shortage and absorb the extra 
power of building's micro-grid. 
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Fig.2 PV and Mini-hydro Pumping based Micro-grid for High-rise Building in City 

III. MICRO-GRID OPERATION MODE STRATEGIES 

A. Best choice for residential building micro-grid 
See Fig.3, it looks a very attractive for such scheme for 

residential building: 
(1) During sunny or cloudy when PV power is available, 

then we have following sequence strategies: 
(a) At mid-night, use the cheap electricity from bulk grid 

to feed water to the roof tank till its full, as CD in Fig.3( a). 
(b) As soon as the coming of peak hour of bulk grid, the 

hydropower will produce the power to meet the building's 
load till the roof tank becomes empty, as @ in Fig.3(a). 

(c) If the sum of PV power and hydropower is exceed 
the building's load, then the surplus power will send to bulk 
power grid in peak power sale price, as ® in Fig.3(a). 

(d) As soon as the roof tank becomes empty, the bump 
will start pumping again to feed the roof tank by the exceeding 
power of PV power minus of building's load. Such decision 
may not economic because it wastes much more energy and 
get less money than its alternative to sell those amount of 
electricity to bulk grid, but it will return a more reliability or 
credit when we have the water on the roof if bulk grid failed in 
coming hours, as ® in Fig.3(a). 

(e) The roof water will also again to generate the peak 
power to decrease the building's load which will decrease the 
peak power from the bulk grid before the end of daily peak 
hours, as ® in Fig.3(a). 

Above circle will go on in next day if tomorrow is 
expected to be the same sunny or cloudy day. 

P(kW) P(kl'l) 

__ L ______________________ �_ 

(a) sunny or cloudy (b) rainy day 
Fig.3 operation curve of residential building 

(2) During rainy day, the PV will stop. Assume the rainfall 
starts from mid-night, but it is much more economic to store 
the rainfall till the peak hour coming, for example, start to 
generate power from morning 8 clock, which will decrease the 
most costly peak time purchasing the power from the bulk grid, 
see Fig.3 (b). 

In such development, the off-peak load of building micro
grid get increased and peak load decreased even sending peak 
power to bulk grid, which is very welcomed by bulk grid. In 
meantime, from building's customer side, the payment of peak 
load gets decreased greatly decreased. If the ratio of price of 
peak and off-peak is about 2-4 times, such scheme will have a 
good economic benefit from long-term operation. 



B. Best choice for official!commercial building micro-grid 

(a) sunny or cloudy (b) rainy day 
Fig.4 operation curve of official/commercial building 
(1) During sunny or cloudy when PV power is available, 

then we have following sequence strategies: 
(a) At mid-night, use the cheap electricity from bulk grid 

to charge the roof tank. 
(b) Using PV power in day-hour to meet the building's 

load. 
(c) Arrange the roof water to be empty by power 

generation before the closing of night peak-hours. 
Above circle will go on to next day, if tomorrow is 

expected to be the same sunny or cloudy day. See Fig.4 (a). 
(2) During rainy day, the PV will stop. See Fig.4(b), the 

building's load curve still make us to bump the roof water tank 
full in the night off-peak hours, and using those water(also 
including accumulated water from rainfall) to generate peak 
power just after day-time peak-hours. Before the closing the 
night peak-hours, again to empty the roof water tank by 
generating the peak-power. 

C. PV fluctuation control 
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Fig.5 PV fluctuation control by hydropower and pump 
We can observe that the PV will have an unexpected 

fluctuation as shown in Fig.5, however we still have 
fluctuation decreasing measures by switch operation of hydro
turbine and bump as shown in Fig.5. 

IV. NEAR CONSTANT LOAD OF MICRO-GRID OPERATION MODE 

A. PCC near constant load control strategies 
As per bulk is concerned, maintain the Point of Common 

Coupling (PCC) as a predictable or near constant load is very 
important. 

B. Charging the roof water tank in excess power over the 
building's load 
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See Fig.3(a), during the day hours, if PV excesses the 
building's load, then it will at firstly to pump the water from 
down water tank to charging the roof water tank till it reaches 
the maximum volume. If there is still the excess power and 
the bulk grid can absorb, then such electricity will sell to bulk 
grid, normally the sell price is high because it is the peak time 
of the bulk grid. 

C. The usage of roof tank's water 
Also following strategies: 
(1) It will be the emergence power in any cases in absent of 

bulk power as well as the PV power. 
(2) It is better to be used in peak hours, normally in sunny 

or cloudy day, such peak hours is in evening when the PV 
power is not available during night or in rainy day. 

(3) In case of there is the rainfall or any overflow of the roof 
tank, the water will be generated into power in its capability. 

V. MATLAB/SIMULINK SIMULATION 

See Fig.6. Following we will give more detailed model. 

VI. PV PLANT MODEL 

A. PV module model 
Boroway's PV module model [7,8] is used. 

B. PV plant model 
Assuming photovoltaic array consists of m string PV 

modules in parallel, each string consists of n PV modules in 
series which are with same type of cell, and the total output 
current is It I> terminal voltage is UtI> total power is Ptl [6,8] , so: 

I rl = 1111 
Uri = nV 
P = IV 

P'I = 17 R I rl U rt = 17 R mnlV = 17 R mnP 

VII. HYDROPOWER WITH PUMPING STORAGE MODEL 

A. Roof water tank model 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

When HI time of the water tank water level between 
minimum and maximum level between roof water tank limit, 
i.e., zuHPMIN ::; zuHP (t + I) ::; ZUHPMAX, then 

Z (t + 1) = (QuIN ( 1)+ Rmiu(t)*sm'u -QuOUT (t) -QuO? ( 1))* ill +z (t) uHP *b uHP �. I 0) 
when HI time of the roof water tank water is greater than 

the maximum roof water tank water level in the water tank 
water level, Z"HP (t + 1) � Z"IIPMAX then 

Z"HP ( t + 1) = Z"HPMAX (6) 
When HI time of the water level on the roof water tank 

d . .  I I Z (t + 1) < Z h un er minimum water eve "liP - ,,{IPMIN t en 
ZIIHP (t + 1) = ZIIHPMIN (7) 

The water tank water level less than death, the water no 
longer drop, no outflow. 



Z,dIP(t),Z"HP(t+l)are water level at t moment and t+l of the 
roof tank respectively; Q"IN(I )is water into the roof water tank 
at time t( m3t S ) ; Q"om·(/) is water out of the roof water tank at 
time t( m3 Is); Rraill (t) is the rainfall at time t in mmt s ;Srain is 
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the roof rainfall collection area; Q'OF (t) is the overflow of the 
roof water tank at time t( m3 Is); ai' hi are width and length of 
the roof water tank respectively, Z,MAJ"Z,MIN are the maximum 
limit and minimum limit of the roof water tank respectively. 

Fig.6 MATLAB / SIMULINK simulation diagram 

B. Down water tank model 
When t+ 1 time of the water tank water level between 

minimum and maximum level between roof water tank limit, 
ZdHPMIN :;:;ZdHP(/+l):;:;ZdffpMAx then 

Z (I + 1) = (QdIN (/)- QdOUT(t))* & + z (I) � 
�*� 

� 
(8) 

when t+ 1 time of the lower water tank water is greater 
than the maximum lower water tank water level in the water 
tank water level, ZdHP (t + 1) � ZdHPMAX then 

ZdHP (t+l) =ZdHPMAx (9) 
Exceed the maximum water tank water level roof limit on 

the water will flow QdOF (t) overflow tank. 
When t+ 1 time of the water level on the roof water tank 

under minimum water level ZdHP(t + 1) S ZdMIN then 

C. Pump model 

( ) 
_ 9.8 * QdOUT (t) *( Z'dlp (t) - Z'IffP (t)) PilI' t _ __ --=.::.::.:.....:....:..----'.--=."--'.-'--_:::.c.....:....:-'. 

171' (11) 
'TJp is pump efficiency. Z"HP(t) and Zdffp(/) are the roof 

water tank's water level and lower one at time t ( m ) 
respectively. In general, pump is working at a constant 
discharge or rated discharge Qrp. 

D. Turbine power generation model 

�/f'(t) = 9.8 * 17r * 170 * Q"OIFr (I) * (Z"fff' (I) -Z,lIff' (I)) 
(12) 

177 is turbine efficiency , 170 is generator efficiency. In 
general, turbine is working at a constant discharge or rated 
discharge Qrt. 

Zdllp (t + 1) = Z(fffPMIN (lO) E. Water system model 
When the water level is below the water tank dead water 

level, water level does not change and no overflow. 
ZdHP(t),ZdHP(I+l) are water levels of the lower water tank at t 

moment and t+l respectively; QdIN(t)is water into the lower 
water tank at time t( m3t S ) ; QdOUT(t) is water out of the lower 
water tank at time t( m3 / s); QdOF (I) The overflow of the lower 
water tank at time t( m3 Is); a2,b2 Respectively for the lower 
water tank of the long , width(m); ZdffPMAX,Z,lIff'MIN Respectively 
on the maximum limit of the lower water tank water level and 
minimum water level(m). 

We assume that the bump and turbine never work in same 
time, so we have: 

(1) When bump is working, then turbine will stop: 

Quour(t) -0 
jQdOUT (t ) = Qu/N �t) = Q,p 

QdIN(t) = 0 (13) 

(2)when turbine is working, then bump will stop: jQuour (t ) = QdIN�t) = Qn 
QdOUT(t) -0 
Qu/N (t) = 0 

(14) 



VIII. MICRO-GRID WITH BULK GRID 

Assume the load is L" (t) , then the power required from 
bulk grid Pg (t) can be calculated as : 

� (t ) = Ld (t ) + PBP (t) - Ppv (t ) - P'fP (t ) CIS) 

IX. CASE STUDY AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Case study parameters 
Tab.I Study Cases Parameters 

Ite=z ar�eters Case 1-1' Case 2. Case 3-

heieht (,,) Ifloor: 80/24 420/88 240/so 
5uildil\!: ndth(.,) 15 50 100 

paI'me ers lene�hb) l05 50 

u�able floor arel. 3iSOO 200 

roof rain:all roof water col ec io .. 
1S20 2500 2SOOO collec�ion area("",) 

ResIdential area (102) 3iSOO 6()()()0 5000 

�esidential load (kji) 18i5 3000 

of:ice ares 60000 

Sui d Load of:ice load 6000 

com::ercial area 

com::erciai load 
le:t load 3200 6500 

ndth(C)) 10 30 80 

lene�h(o) 60 30 150 

IU])�r G".1ter heieht Cm) 2 3 4 
OOttO:l level (m) SO 420 240 Itank TeiffillT) 1200 2700 48000 
A";;raee Pressure (11m2) '" 2/0.76 3hos 412. 4 
:ull char-e or realioe hOUJ I. 67 

T,dth(",) 10 30 SO 
d01l1l "13. er leneth(z) 60 30 150 
tank hei.ht (0) 2 3 4 

ootto:: level (m) -5 -5 -5 

roof area (m2)" 1365 2500 18000 
so'-tth .. ,,11 are;; (.,z)h 3360 16000 ISOoo 

?V ra-e Do".d�.) 600 2000 4000 
inzta ation sW'.ny It3.Y. PO"er (ki) 600 2000 4000 

c:oudv oa.� DO"edkji) 360 1200 2400 
rainy PO ... r (kW) 0 0 0 

ra-e po.".r(�.) 1SO S50 SOO 

liydro uro:ule rate flo,,(a3Io) 0.2 0.2 0.2 
-urbine e:ficienc}' 0.9 0.9 0.9 e:e.nera or eene.rator e:ficienc)' 0.9 0.9 0.9 

:ull po,,;;r rainfall Cm::Ihr) 396 288 

rate po.".r(�.) 250 1500 800 
?u!tp rate flo,,(:3!s) 0.2 0.2 0.2 

pump efficiency 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Tab. 1 gives 3 typical buildings for simulation study, 
casel simulates "Baiyin" residential building in Hangzhou; 
case2 simulates the highest building in Shanghai "Jinmao 
Tower" (residential+hotel). Last one simulates Zhejiang 
Electric Power Corporation buildings. All buildings are 
assumed in a cubic size. The design notes are: (1) The PV 
install capacity is IkW per 8 m2 horizon surface. (2) The wall 
PV area is 40% of total south wall surface area. (3) The 
weight limit for residential building is 0.2T/m2. (4) 
Residential load density is 50WI m2, official & commercial 
load density is 100 WI m2. (5) roof water collection area = 

(Width+2)*(Length+2); (6) roof water tank, full charge or 
release hours T we is calculated as: 

Wud *Wu! * Hud 
T," q, *60*60 

(16) 
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B. Generation assuming and result analysis 
A typical PV daily power output curve is assumed, and 3 

weather conditions are considered as (1) sunny day with full 
power output of PV plant; (2) cloudy day with 60% of the full 
power output; (3) none power generated from PV but a 
typical rainfall curve is given in this study. 

From the simulation, it is observed that the expected 
operation results are obtained which shown in Fig.3 and 
Fig.4.and Fig.5, because all the operation strategies are pre
designed. 

X. ARGUMENTS AND FURTHER STUDY 

This study is a pre-designed operation simulation, and 
only concern about the daily generation and load matching 
and compensation. Though it is a rough study, but it might be 
a big solution for future city smart &micro grid. 

Many others are not considered, so there are many 
arguments as following: 

(1) The proposal is not a general means of hydropower 
project, but a storage scheme. So what is result to compare 
with the other solution like battery? 

(2) Underground power house will isolate the noisy of 
hydro turbine and pump system with many measures. 

(3) The efficiency of small pump is not high, but some 
researches present that efficiency of pump can be improved 
by using power electronics technology and cascade pumping. 

(4) Larger capacity of roof tank can regulate more PV 
power and more peak\off-peak regulation capability for the 
bulk grid. But the increasing of roof burden may also increase 
supporting architecture of the whole building. In this study, 
see Tab.I, direct average pressure is selected from 2T to 4T, 
and the roof average pressure is from 0.76T to 2.4 T which 
needs further feasibility study. 

(5) The roof water tank will add additional cost, so how to 
calculate it? 

(6) The dynamics of the system is not considered. 
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